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Sport industry and 'mass entertainment 
and recreation through sport’ enter the g p
globalization era.

The revival of the Olympic legacy and spirit 
by Coubertin’s vision, in the end of the 19-th 
century started a chain of Olympic and othercentury, started a chain of Olympic and other 
mega-sport   world events, generating in its 
wake a proliferating cultural activity on a p g y
national and international level, with an 
ever-increasing impact on human-cultural-
d ti l d i liti l h theducational and economic-political sphere, the 

scale and magnitude of which cannot be 
exaggeratedexaggerated.



The Uniqueness of the Olympic 
legacy is in its message of unitylegacy is in its message of unity 
and shared destiny of the 
human race; with moral –
ethical commitment to 
friendship, peace and total 
rejection of prejudice andrejection of prejudice and 
discrimination.





On a national andOn a national  and
international level

The harsh reality is that most of 
world’s nations (about 80%+!) areworld s nations (about 80%+!) are 
incapable of hosting a major sport 
event, mostly on economical y
grounds, because of the inhibitive 
costs of sport facilities, required 
i f t t d t tiinfrastructures and event operation 
expenditures.







The suggested central idea-concept is

to realize and construct a modular array 
of floating, transportable, state of the art 
Olympic facilities capable of traversingOlympic facilities, capable of traversing 
the oceans, which could be borrowed-
rented by the interested hosting nationsrented by the interested hosting nations 
of mega-sport events, Olympic Games 
included, for the duration of the event, to be 
moored in   proximity of major port cities 
and reasonably protected coastal marine 
environmentsenvironments.



On a personal – individual-
i l l lsocial level

Th titi t t ithThe competitive mega-sport events with 
activities elevated to a form of art and an 
expression of the ultimate humanexpression of the ultimate human 
achievement and excellence, are open 
to all races, nationalities and social tracts 
and provide the shortest track for young 
men and women to rise to prominence 

d d ld tt ti dand draw world attention and 
recognition, once reserved only to god-
like epic heroes.like epic heroes.



The talented sportsmen are lavishly 
rewarded and manage to reach the status ofrewarded and manage to reach the status of 
national and international social-cultural 
idols.
That makes competitive sport activities and 
physical education at large, an attractive 
career option, appreciated and desired by 
ever growing numbers of young people 
around the globearound the globe.
Desiring and yearning to join the ranks of 
the privileged is unattainable for most of p g
humanity, mostly on economical grounds, 
lack of supportive social environment and of 

i t d ti l i f t tappropriate educational infrastructures.
It is a form of discrimination, a breach of the 
Olympic charter and a stain on the OlympicOlympic charter and a stain on the Olympic 
ethos.



What is urgently required is 

an internationally endorsed 
and supported ‘University ofand supported University of 
Sport’,
As part of the modular OlympicAs part of the modular Olympic 
facilities fleet
to provide physical education and p p y
training, study and research 
environment, for the most 
promising and aspiring sport talents 
and probable candidates to take 
charge of sport and physicalcharge of sport and physical 
education in their own countries.











The suggested fleet should be realized 
as an economically viable enterprise,y p ,
which should generate reasonably 
sufficient income from its mega-sport 
(and auxiliary) activities to cover and 
maintain its operation.
Key contribution is the dramaticallyKey contribution is the dramatically 
increased operational frequency, which 
is denied in the case of land-based 
facilities.





Th i d fl ti d l i ht i l d thThe envisaged floating modules might include the 
following:
•The Central Stadium equipped to serve up toThe Central Stadium, equipped to serve up to
150.000 spectators.

•Auxiliary Sport Facilities Module, for various 
branches of sports, water sports included.
•One or two ‘Olympic Village’ modules and 

isitors accommodation rban mod les ith allvisitors accommodation; urban modules with all
the servicing and infrastructures.
•‘Media studios and laboratories, CommunicationMedia studios and laboratories, Communication
and Research Center’ and Administration
module.
International ‘Sport University Campus’, with all 
the required facilities and infrastructures















The suggested ocean – going platforms 
are not just transportation vessels but 
mostly living and working environments 

hi h h ld b d d ith h fwhich should be endowed with as much of 
the characteristics of land based normalcy 
as possibleas possible.
The over-riding design criterion 
(besides safety and security) of the 
entire modules array is a far-reaching 
compactness which implies special 
attention to morphologically andattention to morphologically and 
functionally efficient space utilization.















I P L Space Structures are multi-layered lowI.P.L Space Structures are multi-layered, low 
density, bar and joint trusses, the geometry of 
which is derived from ‘Infinite Hyperbolic yp
Sponge Polyhedra’. Some of the I.P.L 
geometries, as physical structures, are statically 
t bl hil i t i i l b dstable while maintaining a very low bar and 

joint density over their volume. These 
structures are highly ordered and if used as largestructures are highly ordered and if used as large 
span mega-plates. I.P.L space trusses can span 
as much as 200÷300m, with bar-elements of 
4÷5m in length.











IN CONCLUSION

The idea of a floating array of ‘Olympic facilities' 
(including the Olympic Stadium), capable of ( g y p ), p
traversing the oceans, is not just a visionary 
dream but a stark necessity, which could be 

li d d d i lrealized and made practical. 
It can be sustained by contemporary 
technology various critical aspects of whichtechnology, various critical aspects of which 
were already successfully tested.



The establishment of an International Sport e estab s e t o a te at o a Spo t
University campus (with the UNESCO 
sponsorship or otherwise) is an opportunity to 
redress the ethical-moral equity issue 
between the developed and the under-
developed countries and humanity bydeveloped countries and humanity by 
helping the under-privileged to join and take 
their rightful place in the evolving global sport g p g g p
culture and to foster cultural and racial inter-
relations.


